
Sustainable flood memories: 
using digital storytelling for exchange of 

flood resilience stories



Who might be interested in 
these stories?

This resource of digital stories 
will be of interest to wide-ranging 
individuals, groups and organisations 
including:  individuals who have 
been flooded or are at flood risk, 
community flood groups, those 
who work with communities in 
the Environment Agency, Local 
Authorities, Emergency Services 
and Civil Protection, those involved 
in organisational training, and 
those working in local archives and 
heritage centres.

What is a ‘digital story’?

Digital Stories are 2-3 minutes of 
spoken reflection accompanied by 
images selected by the person or 
people who have made the stories. 
These stories have been created 
in different ways – working with 
individuals and in community digital 
storytelling workshops.  Some are 
oral history snippets with images 
supplied by the interviewee; others 
are crafted at the outset as stories 
– either as individuals or during 
digital storytelling workshops held in 
Tewkesbury, Westgate in Gloucester, 
Deerhurst and Tirley in April and 
May 2014. The storytellers reflect 
on different aspects of their flood 
experience, and in sharing the 

This DVD:

This DVD shares and exchanges 
community flood stories about 
different aspects of resilience 
in the aftermath of the July 
2007 floods on the lower River 
Severn, UK.  The digital stories 
capture flood memories and local 
knowledge around general themes 
of preparedness and resilience.  
These stories were co-produced 
with communities in Tewkesbury, 
Deerhurst and Gloucester as part 
of the ESRC Sustainable Flood 
Memories project (2011-2015).

The project website:

Information about the project is 
available at our website: ESRC 
FloodMemories.wordpress.com. 
While the main focus of this project 
was on developing  these personal 
flood stories to exchange lay or 
local knowledge (see Flood Stories: 
Exchanging Learning), on our website, 
we have also drafted some indicative 
text under the tabs for other types 
of lay and expert flood knowledge  - 
that draw on Flood heritage, Flood 
data and Flood plans.  Thus we 
can explore how these different 
important knowledges might 
build up and integrate with ‘flood 
resilience stories’ as ‘knowledge for 
flood resilience’ within communities.

stories, we anticipate that people 
may take different messages from 
each story.

The story archive

The idea of the digital story archive 
is that as a collection they capture 
and integrate very different aspects 
of resilience. These range from 
more obvious adjustments to 
property, to reflections on the 
value of community and friend 
networks during and after floods, 
and on emotional and psychological 
resilience.  The latter is perhaps less 
thought about, but critical in coping 
with, and adapting to, floods.

Stories as gifts

It is important to see the stories that 
are produced by one community 
as a message or gift to another 
community rather than as a product, 
content or corporate message. This 
is because historically communities 
have always shared stories.  Within 
a community context where folk 
stories have been passed between 
members for millennia, stories are 
given freely and without an exchange 
value.  This is important within our 
contemporary context of commercial 
and publicly financed media, 
because these forms of media do 

not always tell the right stories, 
the stories that reflect diverse 
experiences, and the stories of ‘hard 
to reach’ or ‘less heard’ communities. 
Some of these are further up river 
and journalists cannot always get to 
these places.  Therefore, we think it 
vital to see digital stories as heartfelt, 
thoughtfully made digital gifts being 
passed from one community to 
another.
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Story Title Length Story summary Location Flood history Themes

Abbey 
terrace - a 
village on 
its own

2:28 A resident of Abbey 
Terrace describes the 
severe flood of 2007 
and the friends and 
neighbours who helped 
(and continue to help) 
so that flooding is less 
of an ordeal and ‘just 
something you live with.’

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
flooded in 2007

Community 
capital

Joanne’s 
Album – 
having the 
record

2:43 A resident describes 
the value in re-telling 
flood stories and having 
personal flood records.  
“When we die our kids 
are going to fight over 
these folders…books 
with all of those dates.” 
Issues are described 
around digital archiving 
and the importance of 
backing up files.

Deerhurst Own dwelling 
flooded in 2007

‘Stories as 
resilience’, 
Social 
Resilience

Our 
Generation

3:47 The different reactions 
to flooding from 
generation to generation 
are compared by a 
younger couple.  “I 
think our generation 
are much more 
materialistic. I think the 
older generation have 
got a better spin on it 
because as long as your 
safe and your family 
are safe; houses can be 
replaced and cars can 
be replaced I think that 
was just their attitude.”

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
flooded in 2007

Economic 
Resilience

Where’s 
the 
Bureau?

2:12 An older couple reflect 
on the experience of 
living in a caravan after 
the floods, then having a 
whole newly built house 
and adjusting to life 
without their old, familiar 
furniture.

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
flooded in 2007

Emotional 
Resilience

Twelve 
Things to 
Prepare

2:22 Three women who have 
experienced floods 
before describe items to 
prepare, organisations 
to contact and things 
to watch out for in the 
event of floods.

Gloucester Own dwelling 
flooded in 
2007/ Own 
dwelling not 
flooded in 2007

Local 
knowledge, 
Adaptive 
resilience

Story Title Length Story summary Location Flood history Themes

Cooperation/

Anticipation

2:36 The advantages of 
a close community 
where the milkman 
and postman make 
arrangements to help 
out vulnerable people 
during floods. A bottle 
of milk is left on the 
bonnet of a car.

Deerhurst Own dwelling 
flooded in 2007

Institutional 
resilience, 
community 
capital

Tewkesbury 
Spirit

3:24 In the midst of 
the 2007 flood, a 
Tewkesbury business 
owner uses the 
international media 
to communicate with 
his family. As well 
as using the media 
to communicate he 
helps to pump out 
the local old people’s 
home and explains 
the ‘Tewkesbury spirit’ 
to an international 
journalist.

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
not flooded in 
2007

Adaptive 
resilience, 
Community 
capital, 
Institutional 
resilience

People in 
the village 
helping each 
other

3:02 A description of a 
very close-knit, rural 
community where 
people are aware 
of each other and 
respond to the 
needs of the old and 
vulnerable.

Deerhurst Own dwelling 
flooded in 2007

Community 
capital, Social 
Resilience

The Media 
Circus of 
2007

2:21 Gloucester resident 
Chris describes his 
days in Westgate 
during the 2007 
flood and encounters 
with various media 
reporters.

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
not flooded in 
2007

Local 
knowledge, 
Institutional 
resilience

Positive 
Reflections

5.31 The beauty of the 
floods – shimmering 
water, reflections and 
frogs. An alternative 
view to the mainly 
negative story that was 
put forward by the 
media during the 2007 
floods.

Tirley Own dwelling 
flooded in 2007

Emotional/
psychological 
resilience

Table of flood resilience stories
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Story Title Length Story summary Location Flood history Themes

Alney Island 
Flood Action 
Group: 
Community

3:24 Getting to know 
neighbours during 
the 2007 floods. The 
forming and evolution 
of the local flood group 
following the flood.

Gloucester Own dwelling 
flooded in 
2007

Community 
capital, 
adaptive 
resilience

Saving the 
Parker Knoll

1:15 Preparing for the 
flood; using flood bags 
in the living room in 
the midst of a flood.

Gloucester Own dwelling 
flooded in 
2007

Adaptive 
resilience

The Floods in 
Harder Times

1:44 A ‘1947 floods’ story 
from Tewkesbury 
Abbey. The story is 
reminder of harder 
times in relation to 
managing water in the 
domestic space.

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
not flooded in 
2007

Emotional 
resilience

An 
Advantageous 
View

1:48 During the 2007 flood 
a Gloucester resident 
describes re-using 
water for the toilet, 
and the tractor and 
trailer journey that 
tours flooded Alney 
Island, Gloucester. 
Local farmer provides 
a taxi service during 
the floods. This is a 
classic resilience story.

Gloucester Own dwelling 
not flooded in 
2007

Social 
resilience

Knowing the 
river

1:15 A digital story about 
using local knowledge 
alongside the 
Environment Agency’s 
tide handbook to 
prepare for floods. The 
storyteller describes 
the benefits of 
knowing the effects of 
wind direction on local 
conditions.

Gloucester Own dwelling 
flooded in 
2007

Local 
Knowledge

Friendship in 
the flood

1:46 During the 2007 
floods, members from 
the Newtown Women’s 
Institute tell of how a 
previously unknown 
WI group came to 
help those who were 
flooded. Various items 
were also gathered 
and distributed by 
other WI groups.

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
flooded in 
2007/Own 
dwelling not 
flooded in 
2007

Social 
resilience, 
Community 
capital

Story Title Length Story summary Location Flood history Themes

Photographic 
flood marks

1:07 A photographer who 
went into central 
Tewkesbury during 
the 2007 floods to 
see the effect on 
his business: “I had 
access to the town 
and unlike the media 
camped on the edge 
of town, I was in the 
middle.” This is a 
local recording of the 
floods from a neutral 
perspective, avoiding 
narratives of misery.

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
not flooded in 
2007

Community 
capital

Memories of 
Sabrina

1:22 A Tewkesbury 
resident describes 
his life in relation 
to flooding and 
the influence that 
flooding has had on 
his choices. “In 1947 I 
was 9 years old. Going 
to the lake and seeing 
how high the water 
had risen, I became 
interested in the 
history of Tewkesbury 
floods and I collect 
records. The history is 
part of me.”

Tewkesbury Own dwelling 
not flooded in 
2007

Local 
Knowledge

A Community 0:48 The differences 
between close 
communities 
and less-close 
communities in times 
of flood.

Gloucester Own dwelling 
flooded in 
2007

Local 
Knowledge

Home to 
deal with the 
floods

2:16 Gloucester resident, 
Mary reflects on a 
difficult journey home 
during the 2007 
floods and arriving to 
find a flooded house; 
moving furniture to 
higher ground but 
‘getting on with it’.

Gloucester Own dwelling 
flooded in 
2007

Emotional/
Psychological 
resilience, 
Preparedness, 
Forgetting, 
Local 
knowledge

Corner of the 
wall

1:16 Tewkesbury business 
owner, Bruce talks to 
a photograph of four 
people pointing to 
four separate historic 
flood marks on a wall 
within his business’s 
car park.

Tewkesbury Business 
flooded; own 
dwelling not 
flooded in 
2007

Social 
Resilience
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Guidance for use 

The permissions from the 
storytellers allow sharing of the 
stories in not-for-profit settings for 
learning and education.  The views 
expressed in the stories are those 
of the authors and not necessarily 
of other organisations/ agencies 
involved within the project.  If you 
are going to listen to these stories in 
a community setting, you will ideally 
need a projector and audio speakers.  
If you do not have access to wifi, 
then the stories are archived on 
this DVD.  Further guidance on how 
these stories might be exchanged 
can be found on our project website: 
esrcfloodmemories.wordpress.com, 
along with transcriptions of individual 
stories.  Guidance is also provided 
on how you might create your own 
digital story.

The project  

The ESRC Sustainable Flood 
Memories Digital Storytelling project 
for knowledge exchange (2013-2015) 

was funded by: the UK Economic 
and Social Research Council (Grant 
ref: ES/K00767X/1); University 
of the West of England, Bristol;  
Environment Agency; University 
of Warwick; Gloucestershire 
Rural Community Council and 
Gloucestershire County Council Civil 
Protection Team.  It builds on the 
ESRC Sustainable Flood Memories 
project (2011-2013; Grant ref ES/
I003576/2).  We would particularly 
like to thank Marilyn Cox, Jessica 
Howell and Chris Witts for their 
contributions to the project.

Feedback  

We very much welcome feedback 
on what you think of the stories as 
a medium of communication from 
community to community and what 
you learnt from the messages.  

Please follow this link to our Survey: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/
JWMFZ7H
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